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Invex® IM Brings a High Level of Performance to Mid-Range Applications
Conveniently flexible and loaded with experience-based design
ALEXANDRIA, MN, December 6, 2012 – Douglas Machine Inc., a global leader in automated secondary
packaging solutions, provides a new horizontal case/tray packer as part of its complete line of packaging
machinery. The Invex® IM brings a higher level of performance to mid-range case packing applications.
The new Invex IM offers an economical solution for mid-range case packing applications. Applications
include the packing of cartons, bundles, cans, and bottles into corrugated cases and trays. Invex IM
design methodology eliminates the use of less efficient air cylinders and the plowing of flaps. This
provides precise control over flap folding, case squaring and glue compression resulting in higher quality
cases and greater reliability. The machine is flexible and easy to changeover for a wide range of products
and case sizes. The Douglas family of horizontal load case packers, including Invex IM and high speed
Axiom Series, provides customers with the right technology for their application at speeds up to 80 cases
per minute.

Learn more about how the Invex IM can solve your case packing challenge. For more information, call
320.763.6587 or visit www.douglas-machine.com.
About Douglas Machine Inc.
Founded in 1964, Douglas Machine Inc. is recognized as a global leader in automated secondary
packaging solutions for paperboard, corrugated, and shrink film. The company specializes in the design
and manufacture of horizontal case/tray packers, top and bottom load case packers, cartoners, sleevers,
and shrink wrap systems. Based in Alexandria, Minnesota, Douglas is an employee-owned company that
has installed more than 7,000 machines in 30 countries. For more information, visit www.douglasmachine.com.

Email maryellen.kerber@douglas-machine.com for a high-resolution image of the Invex IM case/tray
packer from Douglas.
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